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Washington In Wartim

Republicans Need Three

'cl Gets
Wendell Willkie
,consin primary

Isolationists will not have Willkie, it doesn't

itblican national

stand to reason they will like Stassen much
better . . . even tho he has written no book
which they consider indicates a too-liberal
attitude toward our neighbors across the
oceans.
It appears a foregone conclusion Governor
Dewey will get the Republican nomination,
hands down. As the choice of the Old Guard
bosses, the Wall Street capitalists, Big Business in general . .. and the folk who still
believe we can and should live entirely to
ourselves, Dewey will not be popular with
liberals of any political stripe.
Many Democrats, grown tired of the New
Deal and its bureaucratic interference with
business and who might have supported
Willkie, cannot go for Dewey; and many
Republicans, who know the danger, even the
folly, of isolationism in today's or tomorrow's world, will prefer Roosevelt again to
the other New Yorker whose chief supporters they cannot and will not stomach.
Wisconsin's light vote is perhaps not as
accurate a yardstick of-what is to come as
regards the Republican choice as many
would like to have just now; but it seems
conclusively to have shown that Willkie cannot win the GOP nomination this year; and
that Republicans, whose Chances of victory
seemed so bright a few months back, have
now only the outside possibility of captuft—
ing the presidency which lies in very grave
setbacks for our forces on the war jironts
in the months between the national conventions and the November election.
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eniome. Too Often, punta, w'
their Hine free for their oivn pursuits and
recreation, expect the school to accomplish
more than its fair share of the job of making good and useful citizens out of the material at hand.
Also, it is sheerest folly to expect adolescents today to realize their obligation to
learn as much as possible in class rooms,
against the time when knowledge will be
valuable; for our times do not allow that
calm and comfortable feeling, down deep inside, which is so necessary to laborious
mental acrobatics.
4So, if Johnny's or Susie's grades disappoint, a heart-to-heart talk, in friendly vein,
with teacher seems indicated as the best
means to arrive at a solution . . . preceded
by an honest appraisal of the home scene
as it affects the child's study and extracurricular hours.
Latterly indeed many thinkers among our
educators and parents alike have begun to
realize the problem we have been pleased to
call "juvenile delinquency” really is due; in
an alarmingly large degree, to parental
neglect.
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war quotas all the more marks Princeton
and Caldwell county as a community whose
people are willing to deny themselves more
of life's luxuries than those of other places
will do without, in order to lift their full
share of th4 emergency burden.
This then being true, it is proper for us
to take pride in our wartime accomplishments . . . all the while keeping uppermost
in our hearts and minds that we have not
suffered greatly as a result of our bond buying and our donations, and that much more
may be asked of us, before victory comes,
in the cause of right aria in the safeguarding of our liberties.
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on Victory

Go nn.ci 1.
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or Alben W.
. Dean, Wash'incinnati Ennday political
11 writes:
7
cline 'to rifn,
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itor Alben W.
iieratic circles
cation with the
veto. He was
gued senators
Committee to
iave the New
I of his party
do on Capitol
iggested as 1
is friends the
'Roosevelt for
ce president,"
ise President Is
iredict,-he will
iresident as he
teinoceakS contend it

would make a united front in view of the
tax bill row if the President should name Alben W. Barkley, Kentucky, to be his running mate."
Maybe he was a cynic, but he was no fool
—the man who said, twenty odd years ago,
"The War to end war has been succeeded by
a Peace to end peace." Can it happen again?
There is food for thought in the saying of
Bernard Shaw that the more things a man
is ashamed of, the more respectable citizen
he is.
It was Alexandre Dumas pere, who said,
"Dogs are candidates for humanity. They
already have many of its virtues and few of
its vices."
1111)
The good man of all the Gentile races will
4nherit the world to come. Love is greater than alms.
—From the Jewish Talmud
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Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M.P. Nationwide
Television
Brad Lacy, writing to have The
Leader sent to him at Camp Wolters,
Texas, advises he has been assigned
to a heavy artillery outfit and that
after he has had indoctrination training for 17 weeks and has marched
17 miles, he will get a 10-day furlough.

11114
Being parent of two Cub Scouts is
apt to bring embarrassing moments
at times. Last week Pennyriler served,
with Carl Sparks, as judge of model
airplanes, about which we knew
little, in the Cubs' monthly Pack
meeting show. We picked a nice,
big, blue bomber in trepidation lest
a bad mistake be made; and were
told afterward by the well posted
Scouts who act as Den Chiefs that,
somehow' or other, we had done all
right.
Howard Stone, Jr., made that blue
bomber and won a Cub plaque as
prize. If you doubt the great and
lasting value of this movement, attend one of the monthly Pack meetings and be convinced. Next is to be
held In the Butler gym,
-f,
Larry had been bald to wash
dials on the instrument panel of
car . . And a little later, David inquired of his ma if "dials" were what
the birds dropped in the garage.
A picture and news story telling
how a 400-year-old Spanish fort,
somewhere in the Caribbean, is the
nerve center of the U. S. war fare
in that area has been sent home by
Lieut. John Sims. The Army and
Navy officers huddle over desks far
beneath the fort, where a wall map
reflects moves of friendly and enemy
forces in a sea area of 1,000,000
square miles. The underground,
bomb-proof center has air conditioning.
The same thing 4hat beat Lyter
Donaldson last November was evident again in Wisconsin last week
... when more than half the eligible
voters in the GOP primary remained
away from the polls. This wartime
tendency of good citizens to neglect
their first duty as such bodes ill
. for the Nation.
The lawyers for William Elliott
object to his electrocution because it
will likely burn him; in other words,
they insist that the State take his
life without hurting him, and the
'reply of the State should be, that
we will not hurt him any worse than
he hurt the Deputy Jailer, Tuggle.
whom he killed.—(H.
Tye in
Corbin Tribune.)
Ilk
The Army Nurse Corps members
on duty at Station Hospital, Camp
Campbell, inspired a soldier recently confined there to pen his
gratitude in poetic form.
Private Gene Wierbach, of Muncie,
Ind., expressed his sentiments as follows:
In uniform starched to the ninth
degree
Her rank displayed for all to see,
In plain white shoes not made for
beauty,
She treads her way, bent on her
duty.
Efficient purveyor of. life and hope.
Confirmed addict to water and soap.
Tho' life is rugged she must go on
Relieving pain until the dawn.
For all her virtues,, she, has one
sin—
•
That cap attached with a "bobby"
pin.

from reproducing it here:

An editor is a hard-working fellow
who wishes at least five times a day
he had gone into some other kind
of work.
He writes editorials which please
1 percent of the subscribers and antagonize the other 99, percent.
He receives at least 10 callers a
day. Five do not like what he has
written; four want favors, and one
has a book he wants criticized.
He goes to work at 8 a. m., leaves
the office at 5 p. m., and on going
home has to spend the night reading
material for his next day's subject
matter. His wife refuses to read
what he has written.
zy evil
He is regarded as a necessar
and is paid accordingly. The mechanical superintendent is ha4 for
what he knows, but nobody thinks
the editor knows anything.
111111
He, is regarded as a grouch by the
majority of the population, as something to be suppressed by quite a
few. Some farmers feel sorry • for
him- and sencbshim early turnips.
Ilk •
Only a small part of the public
deigns to read what he has written.
Those who do know very well they
could have done better.
He has three children, all of whom
try to keep it a secret from their
playmates that their father is engaged in such a trade.
He receives one letter a day. It is
critical five times out of six. At least
one each week tells him how to run
his paper.
If he ever approaches anything
akin to popularity it is at election
time. All he gets out of the politicians, however, is a hearty slap on
the back, usually serving to weaken
his aenemie frame.
• it
He wears old clothes. He is hit
for every drive in the books. He beIonia to every committee in the
county. He doubles, as news reporter.
He is nervous and loses Its of
friends because of the pressure of his
work.
1111
He swears that if he could do
things over again, he'd be a farmer
or a preacher—never an editor:
/1111
Don't you believe it! As everybody;
will tell you, an editor is a liar, and
he's at it again.
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The following gem was contributed by an old friend, now resident
in Wilson, N. C. It was written by an
editor down there, one Sid Bost, and
while Sid only scratched the surface,
his piece so factually depicts the
average small town editor and may
afford certain readers of this column
a laugh, Pennyriler cannot refrain

Stock

SAO

The Nazis lost two months and
35,000 men In capturing Odessa but
surrendered it without a struggle as
the victorious Russian troops moved in
Monday, again suffering heavy losses
in men and materiel.

Niles Trammell, president of the
National Broadcasting Co., revealed
that NBC has extensive plans for the
natiodwide development of television.
Mr. Trammell, in a letter to affiliated stations explaining NBC's
stand, said the "addition of sight to
radio is as revolutionary as was the
addition of sound to sight on the
motion picture screen."
The NBC president emphaized
that' "despite the problems and risks
which confront the broadcasting industry, the National Broadcasting
Co. believes television service should
be brought ai soon as possible into
every American home, and that it is
and should remain the task of private enterprise."
He cautioned against the idea that
"a nationwide network" would spring
up overnight. First steps must wait
until after the war, when materials
needed to develop the undertaking
will be available. Mr. Trammel outlined the three regional networks,
which he believes will form the
nucleus of nationwide television:
I. An Eastern network extending
from Boston to Washington. with
stations between Worcester, Providence, Hartford, Schenectady, New
York, Philadelphia, Wilmington and
Baltimore, with possible extensions
to Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo.
2. A Midwest network ,with its
hub in Chicago, spreading out to
Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Des
Moines,' St. Louis, Indianapolis, Detroit and Cleveland.
3. A Pacific Coast network linking
"the great talent center" of Hollywood with San Francisco and eventually picking up other Important
points in the West.
"These regional networks will
gradually sfretch out over wider
areas, and will themselves become
linked together," Mr. Trammell explained. "Thus, city after city, across
the continent will be brought into
network operation, until finally cim-•
plete nationwide networks will become a reality."
The network executive said that
although radio is now practically "an
around-the-clock service," when television becomes nationwide there still
"will be times when the radio
audience will be predominantly listeners rather than viewers."—Wall
Street Journal.
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portation and it's not exaggera:
The actual facts are that the
roads, without any new or Met
equipment, are carrying more
three times the passengers Ult!
.
in 1941. Their available rolling
is really less than before the
The black market in railroad
vations is being investigated A
dozen sections of the country
several "rings" already have
broken. It is the civilians who
in the black markets, although
desperate persons have to rail*
it to travel on legitimate b
Bus travel is no better, if
worse. With only slightly
equipment than before Pearl
bus operators are carrying
two-and-a-half times the load
The airplane travel situa'.-m
little different, but no Icc
The planes in service hay
sharply ;educed. Some of the
lines have only ten or 12 senn
planes, yet are carrying more
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You Don't Say:
Ammonia, first produced in
gets its name from the Egyptian
Anunon-Ra,
man in uniform needs
one-fourth more food than he if
a civilian.
United States milk production
from 46 billion quarts in 1929"
billion quarts in 1943. .
There are about 2,000 vand
soybeans grown throuSncu:
world.
Crows were employed in
times as letter carriers.

HOLLYWOOD

SPLITING A PERSONALITY
By Robbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood--Hollywood is the only
place in the world where a "split
personality" can pay dividends. This
has nothint, to. do with psychiatry,
although sometimes I suspect the
psychiatrists enjoy some happy hunting in these nut-scented envirdts,
tracking down the schizophrenes,
soothing the Napoleons and otherwise untangling the complexes.
Our kind of "split personality,"
the profitable kind, is no more
schizophrenic Than Min Laraine Dv,
who recently became one and is quite
happy about it all. Her personality—
gracious and charming—is now "split"
by contract between RK,0 and MGM,
after several years in which the latter
studio had sole claim on her services.
MGM, which boasts "more stars
than, there are in heaven," seldom
Used her. They farmed her out to
other studios, collecting more money
than they paid Miss Day, and pocketed the difference, according to established studio custom. Now when Laraine works for RKO, she gets what
she gets---all of it.
Laraine (for RKO) is now making
"That Hunter Girl," a comedy about
th6 richest girl in the world.
Laraine
(for MGM) is supposed to make
"Women's Army" next, but she expects to beg off the assignment,
"It will mean /inother
uniform,"
she said, "and I've done too
many
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why this is such a pleasant
Laraine is the girl who w
take Hollywood's no for an
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was not content with these, and
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THE GARDEN

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Thursday, Friday, April 13-14,
Presbyterial meets in this church.
Sunday, April 169:45 A.M. Church School.
10:45 A.M. Morning Worship.
Message: "Where Are You Building?"
6:15 P.M. Pioneers meet in the
Annex.
7:15 P.M. Evening Fellowship.
Meditation: "Loosed Firebrands."
Wednesday, April 19-7:15 P.
M. Prayer Fellowship; 8:15 P.M.
Choir rehearsal.

Liy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Eronomics

Byj, F. Graham

A cordial welcome to visitors
and strangers to all these services.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School, Harry Long, superintendent.
11 A.M. "The Spirit of Christian Service."
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship.
7:30 P.M. Evening Service,

Because of their dietetic value,
as they are green in color and
because of their being the garden
crops to be used in the spring,
green occupy an important place
in a)lyi-egajilen. Another point in
their favo , especially for the
Blue Springs Baptist
greens, is that they occupy their
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
space for so short a time that
preach at Bethesda Friday night
plantings of almost any of the
and Saturday night and at Blue
vegetables may follow them.
Springs Sunday morning.
Greens need to have the soil
"rich," filled with nitrogen, as
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
when plenty of stable manure .is
P. Brooks. Minister
Regular worship at 11 A.M. Charles
Bible School, 8:45.
used. Howeves, as the greens' spby
preaching
and
and 7:30 P.M.
Morning worship, 11:00.
ace is to be used for fruit vegethe pastor. Morning subject will
Evening worship, 7:00.
tables or seed vegetables later,
be, "Barnabas the Good Man."
Midweek service, 7:00.
the general fertilization, as with
Evening subject, "The Free men
Choir rehearsal Wednesday
manure balanced with phosphate
of Salvation in the Gospel."
night 7:45.
(described in an earlier column),
Sunday School will meet at
or with complete fertilizer to suit
Farm- Bureau members in
9:45 A.M. and Baptist Training
WOMAN GIVES EYE TO STRANGER—Richard+ienvenu (left), them, should be given, and sideWebster county purchased a toUnion at 6:30 P.M.
nearly blind all of his life, and his son Richard. Jr., express their dressings with poultry manure or
The Church Institute will be tal of $69,035 worth of war bonds
gratitude to Mrs. E. E. Johnson in New Orleans, La. Mrs. John- sheep manure made for the sake
NOW THEY'RE TO BE MARRIED—Margaret Smith of Ipswich. held for one week,. April 23-30. in the Fourth War Loan drive.
son gave her right eye to Bienvenu, a stranger to her. She lost
sight in the eye through an accident in childhood, but the cornea of the greens. Lacking these England, and Joseph E. Elwood of New Albany, Ind., carried on
remained alive and it was transplanted to Bienvenu's left eye. specil manures, nitrate of soda a trans-ocean correspondence for 10 years and then two years ago
Now he can see. (AP Wirephoto).
should Le the side-dressing, 1 she mailed him a letter intended for her sister. In it she wrote
"I think I'll marry this Yank and raise a dozen children." He rethe Soil Itself—Centpound to 100 feet, when first the plied with a proposal. They are shown at New Albany planning.
seedling start and again in two the wedding. (AP Wirephoto).
:0 required for nature to
weeks. A bushel of poultry mana fertile top soil. Plant
.moved by crops or by
ure to 300 feet of row is about
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Mrs. Ronald Harper, Crider, is right.
g may be returned to the
Easter Sunrise Services were ill of pneumonia.
The early greens are Scotch
by man through soil-buildractices, but he cannot re- held at the First Presbyterian
Mrs. Russell Melton and child- Kale, Southern Curled mustard
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
ren, of Detroit, Michigan, are and Dwarf Essex rape, sometimes who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county althe soil itself to an erocted Church Sunday morning.
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
by any practical measure.
Mrs. H. H. Wring, and son, visiting her parents, Mr. and called "spring smooth Kale." One of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
5 ROOM DWELLING
.
row.
of
feet
100
Mrs.
sows
Ed
seed
of
Harmon.
ounce
v Practice Contour
Hollis, of Evansville, were weekregular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just 'as the
is
Mrs.
row-sowing
in
advantage
wrote
The
Raymond
Moore
tnation?
century,
is
conPrinceton reporters, shortly after the turn of the
Close to East Side School. Concrete Street.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
fined to her room by illness.
that spraying can be done easier
Reduce Erosion—In any Brasher and family.
Garage, Gas and Water.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bucklew for the plant lice, and sometimes,
tation which includes inMrs. T. N. Fuller and daughi crops, such as corn and ter, Hazel, were Sunday dinner and children of Evansville, were the green cabbage worms . Al- , Princeton, Ky. April 22, 1919. county to enter the war has reVery Desirable and Priced Right
by far the greatest soil guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. week-end guests of Mrs. Buck- ways, the material to use is ro- —The Booklover's Club met turned home, after more than a
occur betwebn the time Simpkins and family of Francis. low's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. tenone.
with Miss Marion Waggener year's service on various fronts
Besides these early greens, Monday, April 7, seven club
ground is plowed and the
Mrs. Jerry Barnes is visiting W. Moore. Mrs. Moore returned
of France. He looks fine, and is,
with
home
them
now,
for a visit.
there is another, sown
when an adequate vegeta- relatives in Salem.
members being present. Instead
course, glad to be home again.
of
Mr. T. A. Bugg is ill this week. Swiss chard, a "beet top" green of the roll call the hostess had
cover has been established
Little Joann Butts has been that starts early and stays until prepared a very unique program
'mg the cultivated crop. trolling erosion during a period
June 13, 1919.
n experiments have shown of cultivation; but, if terracing ill of pneumonia but is now im- severe frost. As with beets, for the evening. Each member ./ Princeton, Ky.
about 80 percent of the is not practiced contour culti- proved. She is the daughter of stands are sometimes poor, un- gave a character sketch of some —Miss Bergitta N. Claycombe
less the precaution is taken to local person, which caused much has" gone to Louisville for a two
amount of erosion takes vation aids greatly in reducing Mr. and Mrs. Willis Butts.
Word was received here Sat- make the seed bed extremely merriment for the evening, Mrs. week's visit with her sister, Miss
during the planting and erosion during the period of a
Phone 25
rotation when land is, not oc- urday of the death of Mrs. T. M. fine and the seed is covered less Cox receiving the prize.
-Ming season.
atin
who
Claycombe,
Willetta
cover.
• • •
Dean, of Marion, the mother of than one-half inch. Besides, it
from soil erosion experi- cupied by a vegetative
tending the Louisville ConservaTo Save Time and Power— MI's. Ruble Ackridge.
pays to cover the row with narstations indicate that durGuests for the evening were tory of Music. After the comMr.s. Charles Taylor arrived at row strips of wood, or with to: Mesdames Van Deren, of Lexing.3 period soil losses fre- Rows laid out on the contour not
mencement the Misses Clay✓ are as great as 60 tons only conserves soil but also time the home of her parents, Mr. and bacco canvas, to break the force ton, Ky., Shelly Eldred, Powell combe
will return home.
average
the
because
turning,
Ivan
in
Mrs.
Bennett,
Monday
after
of spring rains that may crust Catlett, Miss Clara Mae Smith.
e and seldom less than 6
• • •
greater
usually
is
rows
having spent several months in the soil so much that these ten- The hostess assisted by Miss
tons an acre. On an aver- length of
June 20, 1919—
Ky.,
Princeton,
rows
the
Fort Benning, Georgia, where der seedings have difficulty Catherine Hodge, served delightof all slopes ranging from than it would be if
Robert S. Towery, who has been
cent to 15 percent, about were straight. Likewise, less pow- ,her husband has been stationed. breaking through. One packet of ful refreshments. The club ad- in the U. S. Navy for several
f as much soil was lost er is required in cultivating \ Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn and Swiss chard seed sows 30 feet to journed to meet with Miss Henry, months, was released from serdopes planted on the con- around the hill than when the little son, Richie, left last week make the plants stand 10 inches April 14.
vice last Monday, and returned
• • •
as from those planted with rows are laid out up and down for New Jersey where she will apart. Only the outer leaves are
home Wednesday.
on
easier
is
it
Thus
her
join
husband who is sta- taken in harvesting, further ones , Princeton, Ky. April 29," 1919.
running directly with the the slope.
•
•
both team and driver. The same tioned there.
coming all summer long, to make —Miss Dorothy Ratliff, who has
Ky., March 25, 1919
Princeton,
the total harvest from a 30-foot been at Lexington, Ky. in gpycombination of terracing is true in plowing, preparation
itiUtyinniings, swim is ln
row upwards of 8 bushels for ernment demonstration work let 11Ta4e;ril sent bisitiother, M.
contour cultivation is the of the seed bed, seeding and harhe
You'll be surprised what an overhaul job
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effective means
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will do even for an "old timer.'
Homemakers' Schedule
is given every 20 days.
Mrs. Charles Ratliff.
Eddyville Road, 2:00 P.M., Fri• • •
A.fiocic of 225 hens owned by
day, Mrs. Charles Rowland, hos'May 23, 1919. Joel Spencer of Letcher county
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came frightened and threw him
Farmers in Fleming county are
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Bracelets,
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was showing considerable interest in
rings, pendants and ash-trays are against a •telephone pole. He
considerably bruised, but is get- Brown Swiss *cattle, three bulls
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Eddy Creek
ting along fairly well today.
been brought into the county
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conGray
Eddy Creek Homemakers met agent. Mrs. Badger
last month.
with Mrs. D. W. Satterfield ducted the social hour.
Princeton, Ky. May 23, 1919.
Refreshments were served to —Virginia and Louise, daughters
Thursday afternoon, March 27,
the meeting being conducted by the following members and of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert McCaslin,
And For Those Who Do, We Recommend
Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, chairman. visitors: Mesdames Wylie Brown, are quite sick of typhoid fever,
Seven members answered roll- S. J. Satterfield, D. W. Satter- and have a trained nurse, and
call and four visitors were pre- field, J. I. Lester, Martin Oliver, Miss Bernice McCaslin, who has
Wells, Marvin Adams, Joe Weeks been quite sick for several weeks,
sent.
A lesson on caning chairs was and Misses Sidney Wood Satter- is able to be up again.
demonstrated by Mrs. D. W. Sat- field, Hilda and Ann Gray, Betty
ScSi
Princeton, Ky. May 23, 1919.
terfield and one on first aid, Jo and Judy Lester and Nancy
treatment for burns, by the home Scrugham.
L-Wm. G. George, who arrived
OVEN WARE
in this country from France
April 26, and was release4 from
e earn a complete line of this famous oven
service at Camp Custer, Mich.,
May 9, is here on a visit to relatives, and will leave today for
95
.
3
$
Double Boiler
his home in Paducah.
• • •
$1.25—$1.75
Sauce Pan
Princeton, Ky. May 30, 1919.
—Leo Walker, one of the first
boys from Princeton or Caldwell
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News From The Past

For Sale!

FIX UP YOUR
TYPEWRITER

Hornemakers

The Senior Class

Knob Covers

_. 50c to 95c

Pie Plate Top

50c to 95c

Oval Casseroles

65c to 75c

Custard Cups, with racks

Pot

Silex Coffee Percolator----.,--- $2.95
to 65c

Loaf
•

Cake Pans
Pie Plates,
Tube Cake

the
Work
and Waste
and Firing

Will Present

$1.49

Individual Oven Dishes__ 5c to 15c

Tea

Butler High School
A Mystery Comedy In Three Acts
By Barry Colbert

GEHL

Friday, April 21
At 7:30 P. M.

__..___25c to
•
Pans_

45c

Mixing

In .the Auditorium

of

Butler High

School

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Baby

SPECIAL COMBINATIONS

1 1 -Piece

Oven Sets

$5.95
In Hopkinsville, It's

Duncan McTavish, Caretaker of Lafitte's Lodge__Eugene Nall
Martha Jane Lester
Janet McTavish, his wife
Jo Ann Wolcott
Mary McTavish, his crippled daughter
Ethelind Trevor, Sandra's young sister.. ___Lillian Nell Lester
Eugene Barrett
Bob Hildreth, Sandra's ex-fiance
Sandra Trevor, new co-owner of White Owl
Koltinsky
Island
Pruett
K.
housekeeper_
Anna
her
Scruggs,
Lizzie
Ruth Herron
Dido Davis, her darky cook
C. J. Gresham
Juniper Jenks, her darky chauffeur
Phillip Sells
Deryk Verse, her wealth suitor
Norman Bromley

Robin McTavish, the demon

ALSO. . . HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

ADMISSION - -

25c &

(Tax Included)
he Pol
er haS hr
duction

At The Churches

38c

Automatically tends the fire day and
night. Quiet, smooth, odorless operation on low-grade fuel at •big saving.
•There's extra economy in the sturdy
ruction of the gehl--the stoker with
=
cast chassis thW midi rust from
6asement moisture and fuel acids.
Minneapolis Honeywell controls.
Bin or hoyper-fed models for any is. or
them.
tn. heetIng plant GOITII In and
Inspection and estimate free.

E.Noty Cl,,,.

paym en

The Government Encourages
Instalations of commercial
and industrial Stokers.
Ask us for details.

B. N. Lusby Co.
PLion c RR

Princeton, Ky.

k's smart and it's economical to re-decorate
with quality wallpaper. Good wallpaper lasts
longer, Is always attractive, and retains its
beauty. It costs only a little more to buy ...
but no more to hang. It saves you money
because it can be washed with soap and water
and will not fade. See our selections of quality
wallpapers before you re-decorate!

101INETTEN
porated

Hopkinsville

We are offering special
prices on many papers in
-mder to make room for
new patterns coming in
daily.

The Pi inceion Leoder, Princeton, Kentucky

Restrictions On
Use Of Coal Seen
Drafting Of Miners
Widens Gap Between
Production And Needs
'(By Associated Press)
Washington — Restrictions on
use of coal probably will have to
be tightened still further' next
winter, Secretary Ickes forecast
recently, because drafting of
younger miners will increase the
gap between production and
needs.
The interior secretary and war
fuel administrator gave no hint
of what restrictions he has in
mind in telling a press conference of this prospect. Officials
have held out against coal rationing because it would present many difficulties since types
of coal vary greatly in heat content.
The amount of coal which may
be purchased or stockpiled already is under restrictions for
most types.
Ickes said he had about given

An
PHOENIX, Ariz.—(W)—
outbreak of rabies described as
the worst in the history of the
state has forced Arizona to resort
to mass execution of wandering
animals to stamp out the dead
disease.
up hope for occupational deferment of any miners under age
26 although he has asked it for
those aged 22 through 25 who
have had three years experience.
A recent survey disclosed
there are 36,000 miners under 26,
he related, and he estimated 20,000 would be inducted if no occupational deferments are grant16,000
meaning
ed—a figure
would be classed 4-F or deferred
for miscellaneous reasons.
Ickes said drafting of these
20,000 would mean a loss of 28,000,000 tons of coal, bringing the
prospective deficit in the coming
season's production to 54,000,000
tons. A 26,000,000-ton deficit under the year's requirements is in
UNWANTED REFUGEES—A community association in Detroit.
prospect with existing manpow- Mich., asked
eviction for a half-Chinese refugee mother and
er, he explained.
seven of her brood of 16. Left to right (above): Audrey Bell, 12:
the mother, Mrs. Joseph Bell, who has four sons in service and
two held prisoners with their father by the Japanese; Christopher.
14. and Rosemary, 10. (AP Wirephoto).

Tobacco Demonstrations
Scheduled At Butler
And Fredonia Schools

Spring In The Air
And . . . spring in the air
means grief for your car's
motor, unless you hustle
around for a spring oil
change-over. Winter oils
thin out rapidly under
warm weather conditions
and offer little protection
against wear.
This protection is vital
now, when your present
car must last for an indefinite period, so why not
get rid of that old winter
oil. We'll give your car a
thorough spring checkup
at the same time.

The correct methods of sorting,
grading, stripping, and preparing tobacco for the market will
be demonstrated at Butler High
School during the morning of
Monday, April 17, and at the
Fredonia High School that afternoon, by L. S. Morton, federal grading specialist, Food Distribution Administration, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Mr. Morton will have with him
samples of all the Federal grades
of Burley tobacco and will explain federal grading regulations.
All interested persons are invited to attend the demonstrations, which are being sponsored
by the departments of vocational agriculture at the schools.
Teachers of vocational agriculture at the schools are H. J.
Watson, Princeton, and Wood
Holloway, Fredonia.

Absent Host
Nearly Ghost
SOMEWHERE IN ITALY—(If)
—American Field Service Major
William Perry from Cobham, Va.,
invited his friends at a volunteer
ambulance corps head• uarters to

It is estimated that
00
of the corn grown ja
county this year will
1:e
Ky. 103, Ky. 102
and
predominating.

Court Clerk's office.
claims
All persons having
'
s
Mrs. Vine Pruett, etc., Plain'tiff against said estate will present
VS Order of Reference
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
forever
Defendant same properly proven or
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT: Clifton Pruett, etc.,
same.
collecting
from
Ali persons knowing them- be barred
Kathryn Martin Wraight, etc.,
D.
W.
1944.
the
to
indebted
10,
April
selves
Plaintiff Va.
Pruett estate will come forward Amy Frances Littlepage,
Arch Martin, etc., Defendant
on or before April 29, 1944 and Master Commissioner,
In EQUITY
Master
By virtue of a juchnent of settle same with the
County Circuit Court.
the Circuit Caldwell
the Caldwell Circuit Court ren- Commissioner in
dered the above entitled cause
at the March term, 1944, the unADULTS
dersigned will on 3rd Monday, Admission
the 17th day of April, 1944, being State Tax
County Court day ,between the
War Tax
hours of 10 a.m., and 3 p.m, at
34¢
the Courthouse door in Prince- TOTAL
ton, Ky.. proceed to expose to
public sale to the highest bidTONIGHT & FRIDAY
der the following property:
A certain tract of land in
five separate surveys, all of
which are joining and forming one farm and lying and
being in Caldwell Co. Ky.
Here corns the Merinos — rough,
near the Princeton-Eddyville
romantic, rorin' to gal Uproarious
highway. about three miles
comedy! Rip-roarious action! Wally
South of Princeton, Ky., and
at his lovable boat!
bounded as follows: begin""•-•
•
ning at a stone, thence N 33
W 23 poles to a stake in
Pettit's line; thence S 511
/
4
W 170 poles to a stake, corn- •
er to the George place;
thence N 37 W 431
/
2 poles
to a stone; thence S 81 W 16
poles to a stake: thence N
9 W 1 pole to a stake; thence
oteettYti
;
ores to a stake;
S 81 1/4 W
sI e itN601.1%,
thence N
591
/
2 poles to
Wihernaedik.
de
a stake; thence S 821
/
2 W 78
fai
poles to a stake; thence
N 55 E 153
/
4 poles to a stone;
thence N 841
/
4 E 511
/
2 poles
to a stone; thence N 31 E
733
/
4 poles to a stake; thence
/
2 poles to a stone;
S 72 E 541
thence S 271
/
2 E 39 poles to
a stake; thence S 29 E 92
poles to the beginning and
containing 197 acres more or
less.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of paying debts and
division among heirs. The purchaser will be required to give
bond with good personal security
for the payment of the purchase
money, payable to the Master
Commissioner, bearing 6 percent interest from date until
paid, having the effect of a
Judgment or Replevin bond, on
which execution may issue at
maturity, with a lien reserved
Special Added Attraction! . . .
for the payment thereof. Said
sale will be made on a credit of
"AT HIS SIDE"
6 and 12 months. Immediate cash
See how Red Cross is serving our fighting men!
payment after sale requires no
interest.
2 DAYS ONLY!
SUNDAY & MONDAY
AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Attorneys: Alvin Lisanby and
C. C. Grassham
Princeton, Ky., April 12, 1944.

Commissioner Sale

Arizona Fights
Rabies Epidemic

Notice

Chick orders have rpiic
",
all-time high in
county, 18 new electric
being in operation.
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e,
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For her vic
re a navy
tching acce
wore

THE PROUDEST PICTURE
OF THEM ALI

State To Order Flag
For Rainbow Division
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort—A Kentucky State
flag for the 42nd Division, famed Rainbow Division of World
War I, which is being reorganized, will be bought through the
State Purchasing Division, Finance Commisioner Clarence Miller said today.
Declining to authorize what he
said would be a "misappropriation," Miller said the flag would
be ordered nevertheless and
probably paid for through personal subscriptions. It will cost
$65.
Kentuckians in the division
wrote that Kentucky was one of
nine States not represented by
flags.

Janitor Makes
A Clean Sweep
PORTLAND, Ore. —(Th—The
Boy Scouts, the Veterans' Guard
and the public that wanted to
make post-war plans were turned
away from Fernwood school
where their meetings were scheduled to take place. "I," said the
temporary
janitor, scrubbing
away behind locked doors, "am
• to do the sweeping and I
clean up after night meetIf the public comes in toI walk out." The public
ot come in.
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the Most Riotous

8/1/

MARY

Has two-story, 7-room dwelling,

YOU CAN'T AFFORD not to know of gasoline
restrictions and other
rules.

house, water from creek, cistern,

FRANCHOT

,./ARTiN • wave

5 miles S. W. of Fredonia
YOU CAN'T AFFORD to be ignorant of markets and
prices.

DICK

VICTOR

AMELL • 4%4PORE

nice stock barn, 4-room tenant

65 acres creek bottom land, most
YOU CAN'T AFFORD not to know about grain
allotments, parity prices,
farm loans, agricultural conservation and similar farm news.

of remainder tillable. One mile
off gravel road.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD to be ignorant of school
news, farm news, club
news, and similar news that affects you vitally.

FOR QUICK SALE!
Less than $30 an acre

YOU CAN'T AFFORD to miss the details of the
draft regulations and the
war program.

$4,800

YOU CAN'T AFFORD to miss bargains in
merchandise, property prices,
and other prices that are indexes to what things are
worth.
The American way of life iif to know of your own
knowledge—not
depend on sonnone else to do your reading and inform
you. They may get
it wrong and mislead you.

Tract No. 2
132

Record Publications cover the news that is so
vital to the people of
Caldwell County. For one-third the cost of a candy
bar you can get this
newspaper every week and—YOU CAN AFFORD THAT!

Acres,

twice as funny!

Mors
Hear Dick mid
bits!
aneins timpse sow
ola me‘i<

A itommount Picture with

Mabel Paige • Wilbert' Demarest

"WOO
,

6

miles S. E. of

SI.

Direct*, W amp litara411
Wm,itt!iittlItelettiP4P004-11/1/

Wo

Princeton, near Friendship, 1-4
mile off Hopkinsville Highway.
New 5-room dwe/ling and out-

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

Plus These Delightful Short Units!

buildings, 2 barns, 2 springs.

Priced at $6,000

TUESDAY

&

COLOR RHAPSODY
WEDNESDAY

HENRY GOES GHOST
HUNTING/

The Princeton

PARAMOUNT N
NEXT THURS. &
DAN0111 ANNAN

t. Wolin
cal7
'KELLY

C. A. Woodall

LEADER

Insurance & Real Estate Agency
117 W Main St.

'e*,C

Jimmr LYDON
JOAN MORTIMER

Phone 54

Princeton, Ky.
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two $1000-a -week radio
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family on the air — with.
out their knowing itl
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THE COUNTY ABOUT YOU!
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the girl of his dreams!
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Homemakers in
Henderson
county have found that bulletin
anchor in a high gale and eratsbed
boards in their kitchens are
on a rocky shore. It was a good
Irvin Steger is one of many
party, the guests report, and the farmers in Grant county to use time and step savers.
host considers himself lucky to diversion ditches as a means of
Bolivia was once known as
hear about it.
controlling erosion.
upper Peru.
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Dorothy Ann Davis

U. K. To Apply For FM
Educational Station

Deaths-Funerals

Attend Funeral

Among those attending the
University of Kentucky will
The condition of Mrs. Laban funeral of Mr. Gip Watkins in
Lonnie C. Mitchell
Kevil is improved the last two Hopkinsville Monday afternoon,
Lonnie
for
services
apply to the Federal CommunicaFuneral
days.
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank G.
who
Princeton,
tions Commission for permission
Claude
Mitchell.
• • •
33 Pieces Refinished
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to transfer its 100-watt educaClay Norman, Marion,.under- Miss Christine Wood, Mr. and
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Personals

Schools Dismiss
For KEA Meeting

Dr. M. F. Ham

Mr.& Mrs.Paul Montgomery

ng

Caldwell County Court House

friendship News

The Leader
Congratulates

Monday Evening

O

i After Easter Sale!

Spring Line Of Merchandise

Their New Spring

Skirts
Blouses
Slacks

The Non-Rationed
Wrap-Around
Baby Doll

and

Jackets

TENNIS
SHOES

D. LEVINE
DRESSES

a limited
Large Shipment

and Suits
have arrived and a
beautiful assortment of
Summer Dresses, too, in
Paste:s and Figured Materials.
Find just the bag—
silhoutte and size you
like best, in our very
varied collection. A 11
finely finished and beau=
tifully lined.

number of

Special Values

JUST RECEIVED

for thrifty
Gayest of the wide range
of play shoe patterns for
summer—It's the 1944 sandal version in a classic
outline.

Men-Boys-Youths

shoppers

all sizes

Yes! It's non-rationed!
.rial\ has
The sole inate
government
all
passed
requirements with wear
serviceability to spare.
In white fabric, red fabric,
or green fabric.

s&ird-

—Goilifniftettt Ceiling Prices
(Incorporated)

Only $2.96

SULA & ELIZA NALL

"Fine Shoes - Fitted By X-Ray"

Usual

SHOP OF BETTER MERCHANDISE
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Credit Terms

Thursday, April 13,
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QNE DAY SOON, a neighbor may,stop by to talk
about wimiing-- the wee— 1the share your locality is expected to play in it. Or, he may talk at a War Bond rally at the high school. Chances are he'll ask if you'll buy
more Bonds. Will you look on it ;as a request For a donation? Or will you look on it as an opportunity to build up
the financial reserve every business-like farmer has to have
to run his profitably?

No need to tell you it takes money to run a war. No
need to tell you it's your war, your liberty at stake. But
we're all human and just a little 6it given to "letting Geo,/,
,,
rge do it. only this time we're all George.
w e ve got
to do itl And in buying those Bonds, we're doing ourselves as big a service as we are our fighting men and our
,
country. We're building
strength--personal financial strength
--with which to meet the inevitable problems or TOMORROW.

800 08 Illihre

^G" H
for you. "I
" Owl foams
stow of thine
lweatur ere
, with coo

Maybe you have a son off at war. What a homecoming when he gets into his
jeans and you've both got those Bonds to fall back on for the machinery and equipment and buildings you'll be needing in the future. And how about the education you'd
give your children? And that long vacation in the sunshine you and your wife
have so
long deserved.? All these things take money----and the only way to have these
things is
to save that money now. U. S. War Bonds you can make for these future
needs—need
are the safest and most liquid investments worth providing for!

For Your Future • For Your Country's Future • For Your Children's Future

Buy More War Savings Bonds

Let's All BACK THE INVASION!

Only a s
advertise
save mon
The law
to pay a
to satisfy
I am corn
taxes to

WEST KENTUCKY GAS CO., Inc.
BEDFORD-MCCHESNEY
SULA AND ELIZA NAIL
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
CORNICK OIL CO.

MOA..

tectimiT•ram..zi.

ARNOLD STALLINS
_
C. A. WoODALL INSURANCE AGENCY
LANEAVE'S
SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY
BODENHAMER'S

REFINERY SALES CORP,
MODERN BEAUTY AND BARBER SHOP
GOLDNAMER'S
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor
CLAUDE ROBINSON,John Deere Implements

CLAUDE P'POOL
OLIVER'S D-X STATION
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN
.ASSOCIATION
MELVIN FRALICK, Mgr.
Market St. Red Front
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY

prit 13,
1941
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5. Keep only cocktails that are
all males from the flock, sell
those that will not be used next free from standard disqualifiCAPE GLOUChISTER,. New
year, and keep over for future cations and have no body deforin the
Britain—M— Marines
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jungles aren't blessed with elecOPTOMETRIST
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tric lights, but they usually manthe
from
d
be
seperate
should
on
the
shanks,
and
feathers
comb
By George T. Davis
Z. Main St
Phone 250
age to get light for letter writing.
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same
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and
range,
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Agriculture and
lengthwise, makes a fine reflector
ner as the hens.
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Go To Sun- and
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s
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2. Get the best quality of
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soon
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As
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A day later, "Spot" visits his master in
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Get Rid Of Extra
Roosters In Flock

Write By Candle Light

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

THIS PFISTER BREAKS RECORDS
:ON MY OWN
FARM

Outlines Rations
For Young Chicks

Look At Record Proves
Who Beat Budget Bill

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young, Agt

GATES SEED CO.

Have a Coca-Cola= Que Hay, Amigo?

.,
-BUILDUP
RED MOO!

...from Panama to Portland

de Robinson

Lydia Piakhaa's YAWNS

This Newspaper

TAX
PAYERS
NOTICE!

taxes for 1943 will be
Only a short time left before all unpaid
additional expense. Pay now and
advertised and sold. This means
save money.
the ages of 21 and 70
The law requires all male persons between
subject to execution
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is
to satisfy this bill.
call and pay your
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please
taxes to avoid advertisement.

Mitchell Gift
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky

you are reading

is your

Home Newspaper
...Always read it

FIRST
afford to take the chalice
This year, you can'tdelays caused by -unwise
on
of having untimely
John Deere machinery are
repairing. Keep your
buy
you
parts
the
that
you
the job . . insist
repair parts. When
buying
genuine John Deere
you're
parts,
Deere
•buy gettutne John
duplicates of the originals
parts which are exactparts will last longer .. •
These
replace.
you
run smoother for a longer
your equipment will
time.
Owner.
Mr. John Deere Poffn
Don't take the risk,100
per cent John
ry
machine
parts.
Keep your
genuine John Deere repair
by buying only your every need with genuine
tractor
We can meet
parts and a complete
John Deere repair
service.
ing
overhaul
and equipment

CLAUDE ROBINSON
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Only Genuine John Deere Repair Parts
ft/mid/eau lie ix a#(44

You should also read
Kentucky's metropolitan
dallyi'newspapers,
The

(ffottrin,wAournat
and

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
••• A newspaper institution serving
the people of this area
faithfully since 1926.

What Invasion Means
hold long ses,a,nis behind els std
doors. They pour over Commando
raid data . . . probe for soft
sports on invasion shores . .
scrutineze weather maps, terrain
maps, flight photograps of the
area and its fortifications.
Logistics(the science of supply)
are of tremendous importance.
An army is never better than its
supply system.
And the fighting and service
forces—how many troops are to
be'employed? What will be the
proportion of ground troops to
air troops, and how many of the
ground forces will be armored
units, infantry, artillery? What
number of service troops will be
required to maintain the combat
troops?
Before an invasion there must
be figured the amount of equipment, supplies and, transportation necessary to support the personnel.
In the North African invasion
700,000 different items of supplies
YANKS ADVANCE AGAINST JAPS ON BOUGAINVILLE—Armed with two flame throwers, a
bazooka, rifles and grenades, soldiers of the Americal Division advance on the Japs on Hill
and equipment were required.
260
on Bougainville. Japs are still dug in around the base of the tree (upper left, sheared
Each soldier got 390 different
off). Leading the attack is 2nd Lt. Renalto Della Rocco. of Brooklyn, N. Y. (up in front).—(AP
items of clothing and individual
Wirephoto from Signal Corps.)
equipment. The,Signal corps was
An infantry division in a normall
supplied
10,000 different items;
INSURANCE OF ALL
Medical department, 68,000; En- day expends 300 tons of ammungineer corps, 100,000; Ordnance ion; 100 37 mm. antiaircraft guns
KINDS
department, 250,000.
require 127.5 tons of ammunition
After
initial
requirements a day; gasoline is used at the
The widespread theory that the Kentucky-born people now live
comes the tremendous problem average of 10 gallons a day per
W. C. Sparks
most intelligent boys and girls in other states. It is probable that
of troop maintenance in the field. vehicle.
quit the farm for the city re- they include a fair sample of all
For example, for every 100 men
Shipping . . . the North African
Glenn E. Farmer
17 pairs of shoes must be shipped invasion required seven tons of ceives no support in a survey levels of native-born ability, says
made by the Kentucky Agricul- the report, but'it also is indicated
Sam Koltinsky each month.
shipping per man for initial
Ammunition requirements of a equipment and one and one-half tural Experiment Station. A re- that they include a large share
task forces also are tremendous. ship tons a man a month was port on the study says that there of educated Kentuckians.
need be no fear that loss of
While it Is not always the
necessary to maintain the supply.
bright young people is lowering Most intelligent farm people who
Although the North African
the general quality of the farm go to the cities, it is the youth of
venture was one of the lafgest,
Do you want something that is
population of Kentucky.
farm rather than the middle-aged
if not the largest invasion in worIt is natural that Kentucky or old people that migrate. Also
ld history, the opening of the
people move to cities, says the it is often the individual who
second front will be of such
Experiment Station. The populat- has received the most schooling,
greater magnitude that African
ion of the United States is con- the report shows..
logistics cannot be applied to the
stantly being redistributed in
The Experiment Station studThe New York Life Insurance Company will be 100
to jobs and resources. ies show that size of family,
years old in a little more than a year from now. For
CONSTRUCTION relation
However, there is no reason to changes in employment oppornearly a century, it has met its every obligation. Buy
think that only the best people tunities and many other factors
your next policy in the New York Life.
WORKERS
leave farms for cities.
are as important as intelligence
Experiment Station
figures in determining which youth will
WANTED
show that about a third of all leave the farm.

By Ned Nordness
Associated Press Features
Half asleep, you grope out the
front door for the newspaper.
Suddenly you're not sleepy.
"Hey," you shout, "we've invaded Europe!"
Just like that—invasion. One
day everything is quiet; the
next, thousand of men, planes
and ships have pussy-footed into Europe out of nowhere.
Military and Naval authorities
wish fervently it were as easy
as that. It isn't.
An invasion raay be the start
of a campaign lasting months.
The invasion itself is the result
of months of intensive and meticulsus preparation by all isranches of the !wry and Navy.
High rani;ing staff officera

Service Insurance
Agency

Best Kentucky Farm Youth Is
Staying On Land, Survey Shows

SAFE and SURE

BY TVA FOR

BIG show.
Shortly before invasion day
will come a "softening up."
Bombers will pound rail communUNSKILLED AND
ications behind the coast with
SEMISKILLED
double fury to disrupt supplies of
JOBS OPEN
men and material. A few days
later fighter-bombers will take
•48 hour minimum workweek
to the air and set upon the Luft•Time and a half over 40 hours
waffe and its airfields to obliter•Room and board at low cost
ate sky opposition.
•Transportation paid
tome "D" day, naval ships
w a sheet of hurtling
Apply at the
fire to tear asunder and
,he coast defeaters. Then
TED STATES .
en will clamor into
arges and the invasion
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
will be under way.
After the first landing, the
War Manpower
second and third waves will carry more infantrymen, medical
Commission
and signal corps units who must
immediately establish radio conHopkinsville, Kentucky
tact between fighters, ships off
203 East Ninth Street
-shore and reconnaisance and
bomber planes above.
Thursday, April 20
The instant the beachhead has
been gained, armored forces—
THESE ARE WAR JOBS tanks, artillery, antiaircraft—
must tear onto the beach to reinforce the foot soldiers. All have
Persons in other war
their part to perform and the
work should not apply.
time to begin it. One must not
fail the other.
KENTUCKY tAM

JIM STOCK - HORSES MYLES
COIL 110GS
1

Thursday, April 1
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Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Coiled
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Non-Fiction Tops Novels
In Wartime Britain
LONDON—(A')---For every novel or volume of short stories, the
British public is reading from
seven to ten ntin-fiction books.
London bookstores reported recently that not a single novel is
included in some of their weekly
best-seller lists.
War books, autobiographies,
histories, art, criticism and poetry are among the leaders.
Here are some of the current
favorites: '.f•The Truth About Munich" by Lord Maugham; "A Little Place in the Country" by
Marjorie Hessell Tiltman;" Desert
Journey," a photographic record,
by George Rodger; "Weatherwise," a study of climate, by J.
H. Willis; "A Survey of Russian
History," by B. H. Sumner; "The
Cruel Solstice," a collection of
poetry, by Sidney Keyes, who
died in action recently; "My
Long Life," Douglas Sladen's
autobiography.

Nazis In Dutch

LONDON—M--Nazis are advising the Dutch people that a
blanket soaked in and wrapped
around the body will offer protThe earliest lighthouses on rec- ection in escaping through flames
ord were twoers built by the caused by Allied bombing raids.
Libyans and Cushites in lower But all blankets in Holland were
Egypt.
requisitioned a long time ago.
../111111111•111.1
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SPRED.)

SPRED
WALLPAPER PAINT

SPRED is made so that you can
paint-it-yourself. It's easy to use!
It's fun to use! It comes in a wide
range of appealing pastel colors.
One coat covers WALLPAPER,wallboard, brick,
sass,ccoCaI

T A THEN A MAN

likes his work, he thinks
VV about it. And the more he thinks
about it, the more likely he is to have a
good idea for improving methods. That's
the way Illinois Central people are. During
1943 they submitted 26,103 suggestions.
Of these, 4,651 have been adopted, with
cash awards made.
If you travel or ship by Illinois Central,
these figures are significant to you. They
show that to these "home folks" railroading is not merely a job. It is a career.
And their attitude is reflected in their
service to you.
It Is reflected, too, in their faithful
performance of essential wartime duties.

ILLINOIS

For railroad workers are
war workers. Our country's
future depends on moving mil.
lions of men and millions of tons
of freight — fast! No war work is more
important. And, today, many more competent workers are needed to carry on in
a variety of essential railroad jobs. We are
counting on our"home folks"to help meet
this emergencyasthey haveso manyothers.
Until the war is won,our rosin concern
is victory.Afterwards,all our workers ha va''
learned in the war years will be turned to
account in improving Illinois Central service. We want to keep on earning your

new plaster, or concrete.

t e until the
• t bl eg
legumes or white clover pastures
are well matured.or are in the
seed stage. Tpey may not gain
so rapidly pn- Die short pasture;
as one /min who followed this
practice remarked, "Our cattle
may not be gaining as rapidly as
some, but we still have all we
started with." They will rapidly
make up the loss in gain when
put on the fresh pasture after the
grasses are mature and safe for
them to graze.

How To Guard
Against Bloat
In Cattle, Sheep

Otero'Y Gu

Wm. M. yo
Allis-Chal

Bloat of cattle and sheep, a
matter of -concltrn" among stock
raisers in the Spring, occurs
mostly when animals •gaze on
pastures having a heavy stand
of alfalfa or clover, particularly
white clover, says Dr. W. W.
Dimock, Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Where other grasses make up
half or more of the pastures,
there is less danger at bloat. Also, more mature alfalfa or clovers
are less likely to cause bloat.
They are considered reasonably
safe to graze after reaching the
late bloom and early seed stage.
White clover is considered
especially dangerous. Numerous
cases of bloat occured in 1943,
which was one of the best white
clover seasons in many years.
Bloat may be expected where
white clover makes up most of
the pasture.
Pepal-Co/a Company, Long Island City, N. I,
Feeding hay at night or in the
Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkins% ille Bottling
morning before the stock is put Franchised
on pasture tends to prevent bloat,
Dr. Dimock points out. It often is
difficult however to get cattle or
sheep to eat a sufficient quantity
to be effective after they have
tasted grass in the spring. Nevertheless,' it is considered good
practice to keep it before them
in the hope that they will eat
enough to reduce the incident of
highly acute fatal cases of bloat.
Some farmers believe cattle
bloat less where they run out
day and night. When kept In at
night, they tend to gorge themselves when turned out in the
morning. This may be especially
true when the pasture is lush
and where there is a heavy dew
or it rains.
As a general proposition, Dr.
Dimock says pastures containing
a high percentage of succulent
alfalfa or red clover should not
be pastured in spring, unless
other materials are fed at the
same time. Hold the cattle on

Dealer
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FOR WOMEN

ie

Help Them
of !fermi
Night-Dm* is ed,ouk tho best time a service man has to call
horn*.• That's a good point to remember when you ceel the

suggests you try

urge to mak* a Long Distance call between 7 and 10 PM.• If
it isn't important, woe hop* you won't mak* it. Let the meal,

URDU'

service have first call on the wires.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COW
....

*Soo directions on label

The Power of
PASTEURIZED MILK
7
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Big Milk Facts

1. The U. S. government sees to it that its
soldiers get
pasteurized milk and never any raw milk—Pasteurized milk is superior milk.
3. All dining cars use pasteurized
milk—for the same
reason.
3. Science has proved over and over again
that pasteurized milk is the only safe milk all the
time.
4. Many breeders of purebred cattle
pasteurize all milk
given their calves, and other animals,
find necessary. All mothers should see which they
to it, that
their own children, far more valuable, get
nothing
but pasteurized milk.
5. Dairy farmers in Many places have
milk for their
families, pasteurized at the dairies and
the farm each day from the cities—this returned to
is a wonderful thing when farmers too may
secure milk pasteurized.
6. We all buy Red Cross Seals to help
cure tuberculosis.
We should use pasteurized milk, only,
to help prevent it as well.
7. Pasteurized milk is a superior
milk.
And, of course . . .

PASTUERIZED MILK
for safety and health in this period
when doctors are few and far het,
'
on the Home Front.

It's really washable—stays
clean longer.
Dries in 1/2 hour.

.tw

No brush marks.
'1211

One gallon enough for

average room—thins witt
water.

good will
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Phone 321
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WHERE TO GET A
LOAN PROMPTLY
when you NEED IT?

I Prom
mai Loans

z Anna ii
Man

lot come to the address
below . . . or call us by
planet Prompt attention.
always] Loans up to $300.

Ii
g470
PRINCE

Me.. Anna May Nesmith,
Manager

STATE Ole KENTUCKY,
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
Mrs. Vine Pruett, etc.
Nsintiff Vs.
Clifton Pruett, etc., Defendant
In EQUITY
By virtue or e. judgement of
the Caldwell Circuit Court rendered the above entitled cause at
the March Term, 1944, the undersigned will on third Monday,
the 17th day of April, 1944, being County Court day, between
the hours of 10 a.m., and 3 p.m.,
at the Courthouse door in Princeton, Ky., proceed to expose to
public sale to the highest bidder the following property:
A certain lot, piece or
parcel of ground lying in
the town of Princeton, Ky.,
being 70 feet on the west
side of North Jefferson St.,
and running back between
• parallel lines on Shepardson
St., 115 feet and being No.
401 North Jefferson St.,
WILLKIES SMILE AFTER WITHDRAWAL ANNOUNCEMENT....
Princeton, Ky., this being
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Willkie smile broadly after shaking hands
the same lot conveyed to W.
with well-wishers at the Omaha, Neb.,.city auditorium, where the
D. Pruett by R. H. Akin and
1940 GOP standard bearer announced he is quitting the race for
the presidential nomination. Mrs. Willkie said anything "Wendell"
Hettie R. Akin, his wife, by
did was "one thousand percent" all right with her. (AP Wiredeed dated,July 28, 1922, and
photo).
now on record in Deed Book
No. 50 page 408 of the office
of the , Caldwell County
Clerk.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs.
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with good personal
security for the payment of the
purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing 6
percent interest, having the effect of a Judgment or Replevin
bond, on which execution may
issue at maturity, with a lien
reserved for the payment thereof. Said sale will be made on a
credit of six months.
AMY FRANCES, LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commiss:oner C. C. C.
Attorney, Alvin Lisaxiby,
Princeton, Ky., March 28, 1944.

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
Mrs. Ella Dunning and Alvie
last
seaof
FOOTBALL STARS OFF FOR SERVICE—Two stars
Dunning
(right),
Sinkwich
Frankie
league,
football
in the National pro
!NANCE CORP. Of KY. son
Plaintiffs Vs.
Youngstown, 0.. and Billy Paschal (center) Atlanta. Ga.. get
orders from Lt. F. J. Mitko at Atlanta to report for training in Lee Dunning, etc., Defendant
former
Sinkwich,
Y.
the Maritime Service at Sheepshead Bay, N.
In EQUITY
All America at the U. of Georgia, played for Detroit, and Paschal
By virtue of a judgment of
for the New York Giants. (AP Wirephoto).
the Caldwell Circuit Court rendCreole girl who married a very that followed, and this is well ered the above entitled cause at
handsome young Scot on the re- handled in the light of obviously the March term, 1944, the unHelp Them (Ilea:sae the Blood bound; she had been in love with great research and much loving dersigned will on Third Monday,
of Harmful Body Waste
her first cousin, and might have care. You can believe in the the 17th day of A,pril, 1944, bel'ait Indef.). are constantly filtering
been places as well as the people, even ing County Court day, between
este matter from the blood stream. But married him had not there
tdoeys sometimes lag in their work--do
still more risky mar- if Miss Malty has made them the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
not act as Nature intended—tail to re- already a
SOU impyritle• that, if retained. may
riage in her line—a neice who speak in the literary tradition in- at the Courthouse door in Princeson the eystem and upset the whole
body machinery.
married her uncle, to be specific. stead of the much less oratorical ton, Ky., proceed to expose to
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
marriage with a first cousin day-by-day speech of the period. public .sale to the highest bidSo
of
persistent headache. attack. diminese.
getting up nights, caching, puffins=
considered a good risk And few serious oversights dis- der the following propkrty:
mder the eyee—a feeling of nervous was not
Two certain tracts of land
satiety and lose of pep and strength. under the circumstances, and it turb the glamor. "Michel closed
dirt
Other signs of kidney or bladder
said
lying on the Princeton-Hoporder are eometimes burning, scanty or became ,a,rt jrzoo9ibility when his teeth on each other and
too frequent urination.
in question, the words to himself—being ac- kinsville highway and on the
There should he no doubt that prots9t Charles, the • bay
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use brought
waters of Muddy Fork of
from tually a coward," is the worst
bride
a
home
Dime. Pa. Drape.'nave been winning
Little River; the first tract
our friends for more than forty years. abroad. She was the sister of the one I noticed. It is a pretty neat
They have
nation-wide reputation.
is bounded as follows: beby grateful people the handsome Scot aforementioned trick for a young man.
•
,-•••
neighbor
ginning at a stone in the
and as cold as the .water of a
old turn pike road in one of
Britain is spending over 600
Scotish loch.
the lines of the old original
The period is that of the War million dollars building airfields,
survey and corner, thence
Between the States and the years camps and hospitals for the U. S.
2 E 112 poles to a
/
N. 101
armed forces in Britain.
stone in the original line of
a seven acre tract, one of
Subscribe to The Leader
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FURNISHINGS FOR THE
WELL DRESSED MAN
At the late, Mrs. W. F. Ladd farm, 9 miles East
2 miles north of Cobb
/
of Princeton, 21

SATURDAY, APRIL, 15
10:00 A.M.
I will sell the following described property to
the highest bidder:
1 Wagon, bed and sideboards
1 Disc harrow
1 Pair beam scales
1 One-horse Vulcan plow
1 Log chain
1 Pair team stretchers
1 Hay frame
aP brim •
bOb hand
ailed.

$2.25

etIA till

New model with stitched brim . .. narrow ribbon trim . . . durable.

$2.25 to $4.50

$2.25 to $4.50

..

SHIRTS for all occasions
as. . . white, striped,
sortment ... all colors—

$1.39 to $3.50

sow
SOC
All ,

welt edge
ribbon band ... smartly
detailed.

Snap brim

er

-up tops.
SOCKS with the popular stay
All colors, sizes and materials . . .

1 Pair wagon harness and lines
Bridles
2 Pair plow gear
3 Double shovels
1 Rastas
1 Double corn planter
2 Double plows
1 Yellow, white face cow
2 Pitch forks

1 Pulley
1 Cow and calf
1 White face heifer
1 Hay rake
1 Big kettle
1 14-tooth. 1 horse harrow

1 Team mower
Pair wire stretchers
4 Mules, 2 bay mare mules, 5 years old
1 Bay horse mule, 9 years old
1 Bay mare mule, 9 years old
I IAA household furniture

This sale is to wind up the estate of the
personal property of Mrs. W. F. Ladd, deceased.

Three hogs weighing 200 to
250 pounds each and a calf or
beef weighing not less than 500
pounds will supply pork and
beef for a family of five for a
year, says Prof. E. J. Wilford of
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
They will provide 250 to 300
pounds of cured hams, shoulders

Wood & McElfatrick

Until the end of the nineteenth
century, nearly all locks were
hand made by skilled craftsman.
Mah jong has been played in
China for about eight centuries.

11-1EAlt,ING
SERVICE
(As Advertised in LIFE Magazine)

COMES TO PRINCETON
We are pleased to announce that Mr. K, Shelton, Certified Sonotone Consultant, will be at the Henrietta Hotel in
Princeton this Thursday, April 20th, for the scientific correction of unsatisfactory hearing. We invite you to call.
Hours from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SMOKE FROM ERUPTING VESUVIUS—A huge cloud of smoke
rises from Mount Vesuvius, as the famed Italian volcano erupts
on March 20, releasing a flow of hot lava onto nearby villages
and countryside. A portion of the city of Naples is in foreground.
(AP Wirephoto from Navy.)

Farmer Profits When Forester
Aids In Sale Of His Timber
cut were selected and marked
by H. D. Bennett, of the U. S.
Forest Service office in Princeton.
Most of the largest trees were
marked for cutting and some
smaller ones showing serious defects of dying tops. About half
of the total volume of timber
was marked for harvest.
Actual cutting and sawing was
done by J. 0. Beshears and 0.
B. Russell, of Princeton. Care
was taken in felling so that
there was little•damage to trees
left for further growth and future harvests.
Sale of timber netter Mr. Hopper as much an acre as he had
been offered for a cutting right,
the original tracts of land,
thence S 69 W 112 poles to a
through which all of merchantstone and ash pointer, thence
able timber would have been
2 W 100 poles to the
/
taken and his timber land made
S 251
beginning and containing 64
practically worthless for many
acres and 42 poles more or
years to come. Large trees, having the greatest dollar value
less and being a portion of
the same land conveyed to
now, were sold and younger,
T. L. Dunning by H. L. Dunsmaller trees of little value now
ning and A. E. Dunning, his
but adding value at a high rate
of interest, were left for future
wife by deed dated Dec. 12,
1891 and now on record in
harvest.
For farmers and other timber
Deed Book 11 page 539 of
land owners interested in getthe Caldwell County Clerk's
office.
ting the gnat from their woods
Tract No. Two: IarIng iniboat at present and in years to
: wine, Mr. Hawses Ailaperience
mediately adjoining Atet No
presents an example of the value'
1 and beginning at a double
of good business management of
white oak, Piercy's and Duntimber land. Services of the U.
ning corner, thence in a
S. Forest office in Princeton are
southern direction with said
available to assist other land
line to a stone, A. W. Polowners to duplicate Mr. Hopper's
lard's corner thence with the
successful venture.
original line and corner of
Pollard and Newsom to a
Hot lunches and a newly destone, George Newsom's corncorated lunch room contributed
er now Blye, thence with
to better work being done by the
Blye's line in a Northern Dipupils in the Rich Pond School
rection to a stone in the
in Warren county.
county road to a black oak,
Newsom and Gilkey's corner,
thence West with Hail's line
in a southern direction to a
double white oak, the beginning corner and containing 79 acres more or less and
being the same land conveyed to J. L. Dunning by J. S.
Newsom and Elizabeth Newsom his wife by deed dated
Nov.- 19, 1909 and now of
record in Deed Book 30 page
590 and making in all 143
acres and 42 poles more or
less.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among

HENRIETTA HOTEL
Thursday, April 20th
AUDIOMETRIC hearing tests and consultations without

SONOTONE NEARING SERVICE
609 Citizens National Bank Bldg.
EVANSVILLE, IND.

TEL. 27095

A good example of profitable
timber management has recently been completed on the farm of
Perry Hopper, Trigg county and
he has received a substantial return and at the same time his
timber has been left in condition to produce another and better crop of saw timber within
15 years and at like intervals
thereafter, B. C. Goodell, U. S.
Forestry Service, said this week.
Mr. Hopper's timber land contained many large, old trees,
some good and some becoming
defective, together with middle
sized trees of varying quality.
At his request, the trees to be

heirs.
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with good personal
security for the payment of the
purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing 6
percent interest, having the effect of a Judgment or Replevin
bond, on which execution may
issue at maturity, with a lien reserved for the payment thereof.
Said sale will be made on a
credit of 6 and 12 months.
AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commissioner C. C. C.
Attorney, Alvin Lisanby.
Princeton, Ky, March 29, 1944.

Please
Remember

CHILDREN'S

ANKLETS
Lots of better grade
anklets reduced-

2 pr. for 25c

TRIPLE-ACTION
am that
reM
Here'sCthReEcA
telps make your,
.$eauty care simple'
cecause it does three
jobs iii one. Cleanses.
Lubricates. Protects.: ,
Especially I:414044;ot
ntoin s
ndooce
it stg
aa °w
suchouoilit
.)!?oc
wofAfero-."'•
of' lanolin, the precious ingredient that
helps banish dry skin.

$1 and $1.75

GOLDNAMER'S
"PRINCETON'S FINEST DEPARTMENT STORE"

Ladies' and Growing Girls'

MILLINERY
Out goes our spring Millinery at give-a-way prices.
Be sure and see them-

50c to $2.00

MEN'S FANCY

DRESS SHIRTS
All sizes, 14 to 17 . . . good
selection now—

$1.19
MEN'S PANTS
Tan color. Extra good quality work pants—

Women's and Misses'

SPRING COATS AND SUITS
Only a few left but really great bargains. Don't
wait, buy now.

$6.00 to $13.00

$1.98

LADIES'

MEN'S

TO BRING A

WOMEN'S COTTON

DRESS OXFORDS

WIRE
HANGER

DRESSES

BLOUSSES
$1.47

with your garments left
for cleaning.
In this manner, you will get
a WIRE HANGER back with
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.

Large assortment of patterns and colors to choose
from—

$1.98 to $2.44
FELT BASE

RUGS
9x12 ft. in size . . only
a few left.
$34/5
CHILDREN'S

SHOES
White oxfords, tan sandals,
2, 12-2-/
2-111
/
81
$1.00

Administrator

ribs for canning. Most of the
beef should be canned or put in
a cold storage locker.

SONOTONE

25c, 35c, 45c
ne

and sides, and a supply of saw'
sage, backbone or loin, and spare

Hogs and Cattle In
Home Meat Supply

Commissioner's Sale

ne 10 1061-4 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

ItNCE
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hursday, April 13, 1941

Phone 107

pr.

Bettor grade blouse reduced to sell now.

White, all leather. Men
buy your summer shoes
now—

$3.00 pr.

WOMEN'S

WHITE

DRESSES

CHEESE CLOTH
noaa pass up this real

13etter grade reduced to
(Large Assortment)

$2.00 to $6.00

buy--

50 yds. $1.75

SPRING SUITS
Men and Young Men

Men, don't miss these great buys .
but real bargains.

'

broken and sizes

$16.00 and $22.00

•

•

Thursday, April 13,19
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CLASSIFIED ADS Red Cross Quota
Over Subscribed PROMINENT MINISTER
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FOR SALE: One John Deere
complete
planter
corn
horse
with fertilizer and pea attachment and doyble marker;
one I-11-C mower, practically
new; one sweep rake; one
power hay baler; and one corn
crusher. Alvin Lisanby, Ed21
dyville Road.
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Motorists Told To
Keep Tire Record

Cummins Oil Co.

Induction Of 13

"Tale of TwoThieves'

•

Captal Theatre
April 17

No Point Food Features

It's Time

To Take Inventory!
Take care of the car you drive.
It may have to do for a long time!

2.5(t
lb. 16
2 lb. ctn. 29(
pkg. 13(
pkg. 11(

CHOCOLATE CAKES
Scotch

There's a FRIEDMAN'SHELBY Work Shoe

107/ irvttp.

7.7

COOKIES
Crackin Good

SODA CRACKERS

for Every Work Shoe '

Aunt Jesnima
I
'•

Purpose

PANCAKE FLOUR
Regular or Quick

QUAKER OATS

lb.

Red Crass MACARONI or

Our men are constantly being schooled in all of the latest and best
methods of automobile service and repair. And too, we see to it that they
have the most modern equipment with which to work.

SPAGHETTI

To keep your car in tip top condition it should have the following
services regularly:—

16 oz. jar 23(
PEANUT BUTTER
BORDON'S HEMO 16 oz. jar 59(

,

es/
'd

Chocolate Flavored

•40.X

•Lubrication Throughout
•Tire Inspection
•Check Body
•Check Ignition

•Check
•Check
•Check
•Check

Battery
Brakes
Motor
Radiator

''04

Texas Yellow

L'

•

514 0.1

,..;4131111"Vili

CARROTS

$2.98
to
$6.50

Princeton Shoe Co.
"FINE SHOES. - FITTED BY X-RAY"

4

lb.

DRIED FIGS

25(

Extra Me all-purpose flour

LITE FLAKE FLOUR 25 lb. bap

1.

The coffee with the wonderful flavor

1 11
Loving Cup COFFEE 1 lb. pkg._:
Sterling
TABLE SALT
2 2-1b. pkgs.
Old Fashioned
5
lb. (
CRACKED HOMINY

1

MUSTARD

bunch

GREEN PEAS

qt. jar. 1

Dried

BLACK EYED PEAS

lb. 1

Southern Yellow
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THE WISE AUTO OWNER will have his car given a periodical
-up thronghout.

Princeton, Ky.

I

Regardless of your work
shoe requirements you will
find us properly prepared
to meet them.
In our most complete stock
are all types of work shoes,
constructed,to withstand
long, hard wear, under all
weather conditions.
When You neeeliiark
shoes come to our store.
All are attractively
priced.

Whether you can afford to buy a NEW CAR is not the question...
The question is will you be able to get one, regardless of the money with
which to buy.

Phone 628

I

Fancy quality California

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

‘0'
11

Rowland Motor Co.

1 'i‘
)

A

1,11 •
set:,

In fact, the minute you feel that some part of your car
is ailing bring it to our service department.

long pkg.

pkg. le(

TENDERONI

res To
Noon

GRAPEFRUIT

81t
ne

Sunshine Cut Green Beans, Rice, Flake Hominy, Morrell's Pride Pig Feet,
lb. Hershey Cocoa, Lard in 1 lb., 21b., 4 lb. and 8 lb. cartons, quart jar Sa tier
Kraut, Cakes, Crackers, Cookies, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Fruit, Pickles, CitruMarmalade, Plum Jam, Cereals both hot or cold, Salad Dressing, Sandwich Spread'
etc. More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES
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